Iteration and Recursion
• The theoretically equivalent (but notationally different) concepts of iteration and recursion provide a crucial algorithmic ingredient -without them, we would be unable to define algorithms that can vary in size based on the algorithm's input Try writing an algorithm to calculate the mean of any size list of numbers, without iteration nor recursion (well, try it later when we've gone over both of them)
• Note how these concepts are independent of any particular programming language; though every language has its own way of doing them, the underlying ideas remain the same
Searches and Sorts
• As in the textbook, we will introduce these concepts by example, using some classic algorithms that we use everyday -searches and sorts
• Presumably we all have an intuitive notion of what searches and sorts are; more formally, searches and sorts are viewed as algorithms performed over ordered collections of data A search locates or identifies the item(s) in an ordered collection that match certain criteria (e.g., value equals something, values less than or greater than something, etc.)
A sort modifies the order within the collection so that the items within that collection adhere to some kind of sequencing rule (e.g., alphabetical, numerical, time-based, etc.) Sequential Search • Let's take the simplest type of search algorithm: given some value and an ordered collection of values, determine whether that value is in that collection Is Harry Potter in the student list?
Is Last Year at Marienbad a movie in IMDB?
Is there an F-19 stealth fighter for sale on eBay?
• A sequential approach for performing this search, in plain English, would say something like:
Go through each item in the collection. If that item is the value that we are looking for, then yes, the value is in the collection. If we go through the entire collection without finding the item, then no, the value isn't in the collection.
• Let's take this to pseudocode: notice the key phrase "each item in the collection" -this typically implies that some kind of iteration is necessary We need to name the objects that we're dealing with We need some kind of condition to determine whether we've found the value that we want -in this case, it is simply some notion of equality 
Insertion Sort
• Now back to that issue of sorting…as you've probably realized, this is an algorithm in itself
• As with searches, we establish some specific initial conditions, since the final goal of these exercises is to get a computer to perform them:
A sort modifies the order of items in a collection -note how an ordered collection may not necessarily be sorted the way we wish We want to perform the sort in place -that is, we want to use as little "extra space" as possible (reflective of how computers work with main memory)
To help quantify which item in the list we are talking about (without having to know the specific value of that item), we establish a numeric index corresponding to where in the list that item appears (i.e., the first item has index = zero, the second has index = one, etc.)
• An insertion approach to sorting may be phrased in this manner (recall that getting here -i.e., getting a "feel" for the algorithm -remains a bit of an "art") Think of the collection as having two parts: the first part is already sorted, while the remainder isn't. If we start with the "first part" initially containing just the first item, then that one-item list is already sorted. We then take the second item, "take it out" of the list, and insert it back either before or after the first item, depending on whether or not that second item is greater than the first. The new "first part" of our list now consists of two items, and that is now sorted. Go down the list, removing then reinserting each item in the correct place within the sorted part of the list, until we have processed the entire list.
• Note how this algorithm works by taking each item in the list -there's that key word "each" again -and inserting it at a better location; this is essentially the "work" that we will perform in our loop
The initialize phase establishes the list to sort, and sets the current item -technically called the pivot -to the first item in that list
The test phase checks whether we've processed every item in the list, while the modification phase sets the pivot item to the next item in the list In this version, we "calibrate" our index so that the first item in the list has an index of zero -note how this is fine as long as we are consistent in how we use the index procedure sort(list) pivotIndex := 1 (the second item in the list) while (pivotIndex < the number of items in list) pivot := the item at pivotIndex move pivot out, leaving a "hole" at pivotIndex while (there is an item above the hole and that item is greater than pivot) move the item into the hole, shifting the hole "up"
place pivot in the hole pivotIndex := pivotIndex + 1
Insertion Sort Pseudocode
• Note an interesting property of this algorithmthere are two loops, one inside another:
The loop that moves through each item as the pivot
The loop that shifts the "sorted part" of the list until the correct location is found for the pivot
• Loops within loops are not uncommon in algorithms -the "inner" loop is called a nested loop
• Can you write out the actual work performed by the algorithm with this nested loop is unrolled?
Looping the Loop
Binary Search
• You may have noticed that in real life, we don't always search for things in a sequential manner -for example, we don't search a dictionary, phone book, or textbook index this way
• Think for a moment…what's the substantive difference between sequential search and the way we search for a word in a dictionary (or an entry in a phone book)?
(yes, you are doing algorithm discovery now)
• Finished? Here's the trick -note that dictionary, phone book, and textbook index searches take advantage of the fact that these lists are sorted
• This allows us to "jump" directly to an item that's "close" to what we're looking for, simply because their order gives us an idea of where to look, instead of having to start from the beginning
• Depending on where our "jump" goes, we either jump backward or forward, either until we find the item that we want or we conclude that the item isn't there
For example, let's say we're looking for "recursion" in a dictionary -first, we open the dictionary to somewhere past its middle, because we know that the "r" words are in the latter part of the dictionary
If we see words beginning with "t," then we know that we overshot, so we jump backwards; this time, we might see words beginning with "p," so we jump forward again, but by a little bit less than before…we may then see "ro" words, so we jump back, etc.
